
               WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.23/93)
                 - Prepared by King CHENG

1.   Cantonese lessons for UST faculty and staff members from overseas
          Both Ming Pao and Sing Tao Daily were invited to interview Mr
          Keith Tong of the Language Centre and some of his "students". The
          story was published on 9/6.

2.   An interview with Prof Chi, Dean of HSS
          Sing Tao Daily (9/6) interviewed Prof Chi, who talked about the
          recruitment of faculty members and the reasons for providing
          humanities and social science courses for UST students.

3.   Prof Li Yining talks about the Chinese economy
          Wah Kiu Yat Po (27/5), Oriental Daily (27/5), HK Commercial Daily
          (26, 27/5), HK Economic Journal (27/5) and Yazhou Zhoukan (10/6)
          covered the talk given by Prof Li,a renowned economist from China,
          on 26/5 during his visit to UST. TVB also interviewed Prof Li in
          its Chinese public affairs programme, News Magazine (5/6).

4.   Research funds for tertiary institutions
          The Express (3/6), Wen Wei Po (3/6) and Sing Tao Daily (3/6)
          reported that Mr Michael Leung, Secretary for Education and
          Manpower, told the Legco on 2/6 that the govt. had allocated $420
          M to the 7 institutions under UPGC for research funds between 1992
          and 1995. He added that the funds for HKU, CUHK and UST in 1992-93
          were $33 M, $30 M and $18 M respectively.

5.   Dr Haresh Gurnani of Management receives the 1993 William W. Cooper
     Doctoral Dissertation Award
          Four papers, including the Express (4/6), Sing Tao Daily (3/6) Ta
          Kung Pao (1/6) and HK Daily News (1/6), picked up our press
          release on this.

6.   Lam Woo Lecture Theatre Naming Ceremony
          Four papers, including Sing Tao Daily (2/6), the Express (24/5),
          HK Commercial Daily (22/5) and Wen Wei Po (22/5), picked up our
          press release and photograph about the ceremony which took place
          in 5/93.

7.   The Chief Secretary tables before the Legco the govt. minute in
     response to the PAC report on the construction of UST
          A total of 7 Chinese papers (2, 3/6) reported this. The CS was
          quoted telling Legco in its meeting on 2/6 that concern over the
          increase in the estimate for the UST project would not have been
          an issue if the original estimate approved by the Finance
          Committee in 5/1988 had been prepared on the basis of a detailed
          design. He explained that the estimate was based on a very
          preliminary design, which did not take account  the particular
          requirements of a specialist university. He also added that
          inflation was a factor in the estimate increase.

8.   "My days at an `over-budget' university "
          Ming Pao (1/6) carried a short feature written by a student in EEE
          who said while he enjoyed the environment and the facilities, he
          felt that  UST was not very conscious about cost control. He did
          not understand why paper towels should be provided since hand
          dryers were already installed in all toilets. He also cited
          computer print-outs as another example of wastage of paper.



9.   A review on the UST `cost overrun' issue
          Sing Tao Daily (24/5) carried an article by a HKU lecturer in
          surveying, Mr C K Cheung, who presented a descriptive
          chronological review of the issue.

10.  UST Library presents an exhibition (16/4 - 30/5) of rubbings of Chinese
     inscriptions
          Sing Tao Evening Post (23/5) carried a short article in which the
          writer mentioned this exhibition.
          (The exhibition was mentioned in review no. 18/93.)

11.  Dr Y S Wong appointed as Associate Director of Research Centre
          The Standard (11/5) reported this fact.
          (This item was also covered in review no. 15 and 18/93.)

12.  Dr T K Ng of Physics receives Honourable Mention in "Achievement in
     Asia Award 1993"
          The Standard (12/5) picked up our press release on this. (This
          item was mentioned in review no. 18.)

13.  "HKUST's first union"
          The Standard (24/5) carried a feature about the newly formed
          Student Union of UST.
          (This item was mentioned in review no. 15.)

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or ext. 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and the Standard.


